Gemstone

Offering Luxury and Lavish Gemstone Tiles Slabs Products, Articles & Accessories
Blupier is established to offer all of our esteemed customers i.e. Architects, Interior Designers, Contractors, Homeowners a Complete range of Stone Products. We are pleased to introduced ourselves as a fast growing business group having distinctive brainstorm with splendid proficiency and dedication in exports of Gemstones, Semi Precious Stones and Seashells in combination of either with Natural Stones, with Ceramics, with glass, with Corian or with Wood. This gives a new look with magnificent engravings of Semi Precious Stones and Skillful Architectural design to fit with the requirements of the Modern World.

The art of giving shape to stones, work begins by careful planning of designs and setting the colour patterns. The craftsman use the tools that are much the same used in the Mughal Period. A floral or geometrical piece is cut out and placed on a marble surface. It is outlined with a scribed and then the marble is carefully carved out using a steel chisel. A careful selection of various shades of stones and shells is used to give the right gradation and shading to the designs. The selected stones are shaped with the help of especially made emery wheels. Each part of the design is shaped individually, which requires a lot of patience.
MADE IN INDIA. MADE TO EXCEL

BLUE TIGER EYE WALL APPLICATION
DESIGNER - TOM HYRDE, ESTONIA I CONTEMPORARY INTERIOR
SO CONTEMPORARY
SO CLASSY, SO ELEGANT
SINCE 2000, BLUPIER HAS EXEMPLIFIED GEMSTONE EXCELLENCE. BUILT UPON 2700 YEARS OF ROMAN HISTORY, BLUPIER HONORS ITS RICH PAST WITHIN ITS MODERN DESIGNS. RENOWNED FOR A STYLISTIC AUDACITY AND A PENCHANT FOR NATURAL GEMSTONE COLORS AND PURITY, BLUPIER PRODUCTS ARE IMMEDIATELY RECOGNIZABLE. THE SENSUALITY OF VOLUME, A LOVE OF LINEARITY, AND A REVERENCE FOR THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF ITS ANCIENT ROOTS — SUCH CHARACTERISTICS DEFINE EACH CREATION. WITH A MASTERY OF ARTISANAL CRAFTSMANSHIP, BLUPIER INNOVATES THE FUTURE OF DESIGN, AND GUARDS THE LEGEND OF EXQUISITE BEAUTY.
MARVELLOUS AND CLASSY
GEMSTONE INSPIRATION
BLACK AGATE

BLUE AGATE

PINK AGATE

PURPLE AGATE

BRAZIL AGATE

GEMSTONE

#AGATEHUB
NATURAL PERFECTION
FOR PRECIOUS SURFACE
BLACK AGATE
YELLOW AGATE
MIX AGATE
WHITE GAVA AGATE
YELLOW BANDED AGATE

NATURAL AGATE
GEMSTONE
AN INSPIRED SELECTION OF GEMSTONE-EFFECT SURFACE
DYED AGATE
GEMSTONE SURFACE

BLUE GAVA AGATE

PURPLE GAVA AGATE

BLACK GAVA AGATE

YELLOW GAVA AGATE

#AGATEHUB
HI-TOUCH AND CLASSY
QUARTZ SURFACE
REFINED AND PRESTIGIOUS
GEMSTONE STYLE
GREEN AVENTURINE

BANDED JASPER

RED JASPER

MIKA AVENTURINE

RED SNAKE JASPER

JASPER & AVENTURINE GEMSTONE
PROFOUND AND PERSUASIVE

GEMSTONE IMPACT
MOTHER OF PEARL & SHELL
GEMSTONE SURFACE

PINK ABALONE SHELL
WHITE RANDOM MOP
BLACK BRICK MOP
GREEN ABALONE SHELL
INTERIOR COLLECTION

#AGATEHUB is defined as exclusive gemstone interior product solution to fulfill the need of modern contemporary architecture.

AGATEHUB offers wide variety of interior product solution. The wide variety of categories include coffee table, centre table, dining table, wash basin, sinks, bath tub, etc.

Some more products like table lamps, chandelier, floor lamp, bath vanity accessories, chopping board, coasters and many more products to explore the gemstone world.
PURE AND ELEGANT
FOSSIL WOOD INSPIRATION
WODERFULLY EXCLUSIVE

GEMSTONE STYLE
TIGER EYE GOLD

TURQUOISE

MALACHITE

TIGER EYE BLUE

LAPIS LAZULLI

EXCLUSIVE & STURDY GEMSTONE

#AGATEHUB
ELEGANT & MINIMALIST

GEMSTONE STYLE

#AGATEHUB
EXCLUSIVE & GLAMOROUS
GEMSTONE SURFACE
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
SHIMMERING ELEGANCE OF
GEMSTONE BATHROOM

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
CONTEMPORARY PRODUCTS

#AGATEHUB
SOPHISTICATED INSPIRATIONS
SCENIC INDOOR INTERIOR PRODUCTS
VISIT OUR WEB STORE FOR MORE
WWW.AGATEHUB.COM
HONORING GEMSTONES
BY GIVING IT RENEWED LIFE

#AGATEHUB IS AN INSPIRATION CREATED BY SOME CREATIVE DESIGN FOLLOWERS. CREATING UNIQUE AND LAVISH AND LUXURY GEMSTONE INSPIRED PRODUCTS AND ARTICLES HAS BEEN THE MOST ADDICTIVE MOMENT FOR OUR TEAM. OUR DEDICATED TEAM IS READY TO PROPOSE SOMETHING NEW EVERYDAY TO OPEN YOUR BIG EYE SHUTTER. BUYING AN AFFORDABLE AND LUXURY GEMSTONE PRODUCTS IS A BENCHMARK FOR AGATEHUB POLICY.

TO VISIT OUR WEB STORE, GO ON THE BELOW GIVEN LINK

WWW.AGATEHUB.COM
LUXURY APPLICATION

UNIQUE VARIETY OF 160 COLORS OF GEMSTONE CAN BE APPLICABLE WITH THE FOLLOWING FINISHES AND EDGES

OUR UNIQUE GEMSTONE SURFACE HAVE VARIOUS APPLICATION SOURCES LIKE COUNTERTOP, TABLETOP, VANITY TOP, BAR TOP AND VARIOUS OTHER INTERIOR FURNITURE APPLICATIONS.

SURFACES CAN BE APPLICATE AS WALL APPLICATION, BATHROOM BACKLIT APPLICATION, TV WALL DECOR, KITCHEN WALL DECOR AND VARIOUS OTHER IMAGINARY APPLICATIONS.

LIKE RARE AND PRECIOUS GEMS OF INESTIMABLE HISTORICAL VALUE, ANCIENT GREEK, ROMAN AND PERSIAN COINS ARE ABLE TO FIND LIFE AGAIN, IN A MODERN GEMSTONE SURFACE COLLECTION.

A PLAYFUL CONTRAST OF PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE HAS COINED AGATEHUB INTO GLEAMING CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS. TODAY, AGATEHUB IS ONE OF GEMSTONE’S SIGNATURE COLLECTIONS.
CARE & MAINTENANCE

THE EVER-LASTING FINISH REQUIRES ONLY SIMPLE AND ROUTINE CARE TO MAINTAIN ITS GOOD LOOKS. TO CLEAN BLUPIER GEMSTONES, WE RECOMMEND USING WARM WATER, MILD DETERGENT AND A WHITE CLOTH.

STUBBORN STAINS

ANY MILD CLEARER OR DETERGENT CAN BE USED ON STUBBORN STAINS. TO REMOVE ADHERED MATERIALS, FIRST SCRAPE AWAY THE EXCESS, THEN WIPE AWAY WITH DENATURED ALCOHOL TO REMOVE STUBBORN MARKS, HOWEVER THE SURFACE SHOULD BE RINSED WITH WATER IMMEDIATELY AFTER THEIR USE.

HEAT & SCRATCH RESISTANT

WE RECOMMEND USING AN INSULATOR / HOT PAD / TRIVET ESPECIALLY WHEN USING COOKING UNITS LIKE ELECTRIC FRY PANS, WORKS AND KETTLES. BLUPIER GEMSTONES IS HIGHLY SCRATCH RESISTANT. HOWEVER, AVOID USING SHARP OBJECTS DIRECTLY ONTO THE SURFACE AREA.